Young Italian Pianist Performs Here
Under Sponsorship of Carnegie Hall

Mario delli Ponti, an outstanding young Italian pianist, will perform at Marian College, Mar. 17, at 8 p.m., as part of a U.S. tour organized by Carnegie Hall-Jeunesse Musicales, Inc.

As a child, Mario delli Ponti began to study the piano and to perform in public. His highly praised talents were recognized in 1954 when he became the first Italian to be awarded the coveted Bach Medal in London. Besides making solo appearances, Mr. delli Ponti has performed in various cities in Europe and has won the coveted International Bach Medal in London. Besides being a virtuoso and young Italian pianist, will perform solo appearances, Mr. delli Ponti will make good music available to youth and young adults and encourages their participation in music. In each country he visits, the J. M. encourages gifted young artists to participate in musical endeavor.

Beginning in Belgium and France, 1946, the movement has spread through Europe and other continents. 30 countries have full-organized local chapters at colleges and universities and continuing the international artists' exchange.

The concert will feature masterpieces by: Giacomo Puccini (1858-1924); Francesco Durante (1684-1755); Robert Schumann (1810-1856); and Francesco Paganini (1959) to be presented Mar. 12. Fine film series creates Fun, Thought, Excitement

by Donnasa Sipes

Many films in the movie world today are only a means of escape requiring no serious thought. They are produced on an assembly-line basis and frequently are not true forms of art. Art for art's sake is not appreciated as it should be; that is why Marian's English department is presenting the Fine Film Series.

The films included in this program are of both native and foreign vintage. Each was chosen because of certain characteristics which make it outstanding in the field of movie-making. All of them, with the exception of "Death of a Salesman", are original screenplays, not adaptations. Prior to the showing of each film, information will be circulated concerning the direction, production, and plot of each film.

The American films include "Ballad of a Soldier" (1959) to be presented Mar. 12. "Ballad of a Soldier" won the Special Prize at the Cannes Film Festival in 1957 and is both religious and philosophical: Loneliness is one of Fellini's major themes, and "La Strada" is no exception, but his dramatic and effective use of personal loneliness makes this an important part of the American series.

Fellini is interested in realism and in this film gives realistic insights into the lives of the characters. Loneliness is one of Fellini's major themes, and "La Strada" is no exception, but his dramatic and effective use of personal loneliness makes this an important part of the Fine Film Series.

A contemporary of Fellini is the Swedish director Ingmar Bergman. His film, "The Seventh Seal" (1957) written and directed by Ingmar Bergman, who also portrays the leading character. It is important because throughout the production new techniques in lighting and scene transitions were introduced and became standard in the first psychological films produced in America. It will be shown Mar. 19.

Of the foreign films featured will be "Ballad of a Soldier" (1958) to be presented Mar. 12. Directed by Grigori Chakhazuri, it is an example of the filming of Communist control after the death of Stalin. Before this, Russian movies were almost entirely propaganda; this film shows Russia's movement to art and culture. This film is outstanding in its photography and the naturalistic acting of the stars.

From Britain comes the ballet "Red Shoes" (1948). It is the first ballet ever written completely—scored, musical score and reper- toire for the screen alone, not an adaptation from stage or opera. The leading ballerina, Moira Shearer, was once a member of the British Royal Company. In the ballet, it is a first-rate production to be presented Mar. 19.

Frederico Fellini, director of "La Strada Vita," also directed this film of the series "La Strada" (1954). Fellini is interested in realism and in this film gives realistic insights into the lives of the characters. Loneliness is one of Fellini's major themes, and "La Strada" is no exception, but his dramatic and effective use of personal loneliness makes this an important part of the Fine Film Series.

A contemporary of Fellini is the Swedish director Ingmar Bergman. His film, "The Seventh Seal" (1957) written and directed by Ingmar Bergman, who also portrays the leading character. It is important because throughout the production new techniques in lighting and scene transitions were introduced and became standard in the first psychological films produced in America. It will be shown Mar. 19.
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Publications:
We intend here to present the major factors concerning the forced discontinuance of certain campus publications, with our recommendations.

Some of our students are stating that the Student Board decision to discontinue some publications was a violation of the traditional American freedom of the press. Marian College, however, is an institution of learning with jurisdiction over any activities which occur on or around our campus and which concern its student body.

It must be pointed out that if an article, libelous in nature, would be published in a campus, the injured party would rightfully feel that responsibility for such an article rested with Marian College as a whole.

Arguments have been presented that college students are too responsible to publish libelous remarks. We need only point out that there is pending a lawsuit involving a California professor and a well-known college newspaper. The subject of the suit: libel and battery. The possible cost to the student newspaper: $200,000 and its reputation, not to mention the damage done to the reputation of the school.

None of us wishes to see a regulation which would prohibit publication of any new material. Fortunately, our Student Board was wise enough to see the danger in such an action. Anyone wishing to publish a periodical at any time, petition the Student Board to approve it. Any justifiable request in the future will be answered.

Complaints have been voiced that insufficient space is available in the present publications for promising contributors. The Carbone has stated in its Feb. 9 edition that it will present any material provided "it is not excessive in length", that "it is not an attack upon the personal integrity, personality or appearance of another individual", that "it is relevant to Marian College", and that "the submitted article is signed".

There have been claims that the other publications were dropped because they competed successfully with the Carbone. The count at the last issue of the Carbone was 5,000 copies, whereas the Carbone was dropped in one week, which were eagerly snatched up by the student body within 24 hours. The Student newsletter was no competition and the Student Board agreed.

Those of us who have read all the records carefully without dispassion would point to this point were much surprised at the huge amount of duplication in news reporting and reporting of social events.

Would there not develop several dozen papers of poor quality if there was no publication restriction? It is obvious that if there were 50,000 students at an Eastern university, there were but five authorized publications in 1962. An unregulated program was begun to increase student participation on campus. Within three weeks there had been three new weekly publications, some of which were drop-able. This could happen here.

Some feel their articles and controlled thoroughly satisfied with this current Carbone or Carbon. The Carbone and the Phoenix are representative of the major publications of Marian College. If these pseudo-intellectuals feel they are so superior to the rest of the student body, maybe they should not be attending college with us peasants.

Edward G. Fibiger
Facing Up to Personal Prejudices

"Human brotherhood is not just a good idea; it is the only way of life depends. The question for our time is not whether all men are brothers. That question has been answered by the fact that they do live and work side by side here on this earth together. The question is whether we have the strength necessary to make this happen. The first step in man the guiding principle of our daily lives. Can we match our actions to our words?"

The words, spoken by the late President John F. Kennedy, summarize what should be our goal for National Brotherhood Week. This event gives us an occasion to examine ourselves and ask, "What have I done to further brotherhood?"

We will find by this inspection that we have helped to divide mankind. Each time we show prejudice or set ourselves apart from a person, we are perpetuating disunion.

Many of us fail it easy to criticize the white Southerner for boldly displaying his prejudice, but it is not so easy to see our own bigotry. Each of us shows his bias here at Marian. We do not, of course, openly demonstrate against integration — we are more subtle. Here, almost everyone possesses prejudice equally for all, but how many of us count young adults of either races among our friends?

Besides racial prejudices, other biases are shown. Sometimes we show prejudice by the rejection of the intellectual superiority. We do reject the advice of a parent or teacher without consideration of the main ways in which biases are exhibited.

We should look inside ourselves to discover these prejudices. Then we must work to overcome them. Even when you have no prejudice, this is easy to attain. It is not possible to lay our responsibility on someone else. Fellowship is the result of the individual's endeavor. During National Brotherhood Week, Feb. 21-28, we should each do our part to make our campus and the world a better place. "Integration...with liberty and justice for all."

This is the important message of Brotherhood Week, sponsored by the National Conference of Christians and Jews.

Ann Kingsbury

Books for You

by Barbara Dean

In the 1966 books added to the Library's collection for the first semester there should be that special one for you.

One, you may suggest The Life and Wisdom of Pope John Paul II, Henri Fenouillot; Marymount's First Lady, Sister Joanna Appel. This last book is in the essay of the famous Barron's Guide: Bible, Lionel and John.

Each Easter Darly Darrell in Louise Rick's latest book, Road to Rome, is "one of a kind book, satisfyingly informative, delightfully informal, completely absorbing. Why not use for yourself?"

For those interested in works by the late Mr. Fields, Larry Brodnik, Bob Clements, Jim Ellsworth, mgr.

Typist

photography £ileen

Student Likes, Dislikes Manifested in NSA Poll

We have received the unofficial results of the poll of student complaints recently taken here at Marian College. The complaints ranged from the highly valid to the absurd.

Some of our male residents students to the fact that Marian lacks a male resident director. We find that the present resident director, Mrs. Snellenburg, has had extensive training and Father Dooley, are always available. We do not, of course, openly demonstrate against integration — we are more subtle. Here, almost everyone possesses prejudice equally for all, but how many of us count young adults of either races among our friends?

Besides racial prejudices, other biases are shown. Sometimes we show prejudice by the rejection of the intellectual superiority. We do reject the advice of a parent or teacher without consideration of the main ways in which biases are exhibited.

We should look inside ourselves to discover these prejudices. Then we must work to overcome them. Even when you have no prejudice, this is easy to attain. It is not possible to lay our responsibility on someone else. Fellowship is the result of the individual's endeavor. During National Brotherhood Week, Feb. 21-28, we should each do our part to make our campus and the world a better place. "Integration...with liberty and justice for all."

This is the important message of Brotherhood Week, sponsored by the National Conference of Christians and Jews.

Ann Kingsbury
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Weddings

Miss Paula J. Arnold to Mr. Richard Doffler '65, Our Lady of Lourdes Church, Indianapolis, Feb. 6.

Miss Susan Glenn '66 to Mr. Robert Murphy, St. John the Evangelist Church, San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 26, 1964.

Miss Sue Stout '63, in Mr. Fred Barlow, St. Bernadette Church, Indianapolis, Feb. 26.
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Mr. Murphy, by training an Indianopolis lawyer, who began teaching at Marian College three years ago, is a member in the business law. When not occupied with teaching, he has been a language artist in the State House of Representatives as representative of Marion County.

As chairman of the Committee on the Affairs of Marion County, he is conversant with such matters as courts, roads, and the airport, and politics. He moves with representativeness of each of the other 91 Indiana counties, among them lawyers, teachers,innacle, farmers, and five women legislators. Of special interest to college students, the program is a means of securing financial aid to higher education and scholarship growth.

To Marian students who are interested in seeing a state assembly in action, Mr. Murphy extends an invitation to attend one of the meetings of the 61st session, scheduled for adjournment Mar. 6.

States Mr. Murphy, "Very definitely college students should take a more active interest in state affairs, for how can you make a contribution to bettering state government unless you participate?"

Mr. Murphy was graduated from the University of Notre Dame with a bachelor's degree in economics; he received his bachelor's degree in law from Indiana University.

Honors Program Awaits Frosh

Invitations will soon be extended to students to join 28 upperclassmen now actively participating in the college Honors Program.

Selection of applicants is made on the basis of test scores, grades points, faculty recommendations, and personality factors. Sophomores and junior members attend bi-weekly seminars, discussing material covered in assigned readings. Sessions work primarily on the honors project, an original research paper, lab project, or creative production in their respective major field. Credit for the maximum of 3 semester hours may be earned for the project.

Participation is given recognition at graduation and at the annual honors banquet. Honors degrees are conferred on those who have successfully completed this program and have maintained a 2.5 minimum overall grade average. Also, those elected to college honor societies are selected chiefly from the Honors Program members, and participation is mentioned in recommendations for graduate study. Mr. James Droltha, chairman professor of English at Marian, will head the group that admints the program on campus.

Spring challenges the ingenuity and taste of every cloth-minded woman. Somehow she must make her wardrobe match the freshness of spring. Fashion commentators claim they have the answer—a new spring suit.

This year's fashions are made to order for active young coats. Skirts, with a graceful casual and box-shoulder line, are more slenderizing than ever before and in full cooperation with the trend, jackets have dropped to the hip line and have the effect of being tailored with wider hips and doubled-bosom bottoms.

Keeping pace with the styles, the new shade of blue is at home with fashions. Overties and underties of grey and pink, bolero and green highlight new color in feminine chaps.

Let this year's warm spring fashion blow upon a well-dressed you.
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Knights Meet Anderson, Oakland in Season Finals
by Larry Brodnik

Final games remaining on the Knights’ schedule are Anderson and Oakland City. If the Knights fare well in these games they will have completed a successful season.

With the beginning of the new semester, Coach Cleon Reynolds faced himself with a skeleton of a team due to injuries and last year’s ineffectiveness. Although Coach Reynolds had only one returning player who had started the season, he welcomed the addition of Tom Rigdon, Pete Hilliard, Hugh Baker, Charlie Beck, and Duke Hynek to the squad.

Huntington, who had beaten the Knights earlier in the season, was the just test for Coach Reynolds’ rebuilt hardoodmen. Although Huntington led throughout the game, one of the main factors contributing to the Knights’ downfall was the loss of Jim Chase due to an ankle injury late in the first half. Chuck Federle was Marian’s only scoring threat the remainder of the evening. Chuck tallied a total of 24 points on 8 field goals and 8 free throws.

After the Knights had time to recuperate their travel to Fort Wayne a week in these games they will face Anderson and Oakland City. If the Knights persevere to do well, they will have completed a successful season.

Sugars, Vets Club Battle For Lead in Intramurals
by Chris Sweney

Intramural basketball, Feb. 21, saw the Sugars defeat the ever-dangerous White Kids by a 58-53 margin. For the first time this year, the Celtics squelched their way to victory. The Chews dropped another one, this time to the Mushies in a 61-41 go. Much to the Johns’ surprise, the Thrashmen whizzed by the Johns by a score of 49-47 in a close contest.

Without the aid of Jim Chase, the Knights have been beaten twice previously by quite decisive scores was next on the schedule. However, this time the Knights proved they were in fact a team to be reckoned with. The Knights, however, did not give up and managed to pull into a 15-16 tie with two clinic shots thrown by Bert Schneider with 2 seconds remaining in the half. During the over time period the Knights outscored the Muskies 12 to 9 giving the Knights their 13th win in 19 games.

Co-ed Bowling Teams May Join Volleyball, Swimming This Spring

Again this year there are plans for co-ed volleyball teams. The rules, however, according to Mr. Reynolds, might be changed this year to ensure the participation of both men and women. The teams will be set up by classes, and games will begin mid-March.

Swimming classes are beginning this week. The courses are composed of a beginner’s class for those wishing to learn the fundamentals. There will be an intermediate class for those wishing to develop their strokes. A senior level swimming class is also offered.

The pool is open every day except Sunday and a schedule of times is posted on the bulletin board. There is a tentative proposal to start a bowling league on campus. According to Mr. Reynolds the main obstacle is the cost. According to Mr. Reynolds the main obstacle is the cost.

After the end of the basketball season close at hand, special emphasis is being placed on the various varsity teams for this spring. Without the aid of Jim Chase, Marian this year will be made up of upperclassmen with some strong help expected from the freshmen. The team will hold their first match against Rose Poly here at Marian on Apr. 5.

Finally comes track. This is one of the weaker spots in our varsity program. With a lot of help from the underclassmen, we hope to launch a track team but without aid from some promising freshmen. The golf team also opens against Rose Poly here on Apr. 2.
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